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Living P ositive ly With H I V /A I D S Kwa Z uzulwazi: T en Y ears D own the L ine....

We plan to modify the present display to 
include other components such as our 
government’s intervention strategy and 
treatment plans.   

Theodorah Scott
Education Officer
Durban Natural Science Museum

Dudu Hlatswayo
Principal Technician
Durban Natural Science Museum

hen hope and desire are taken 
away, the life force W disintegrates, opening the self 

to disease and death. 

HIV/AIDS has been given such a 
negative and fearful face that being 
invisible is seen to be the best way to 
cope with this infection. To give hope and 
purpose, we at the DNSM have decided to 
provide an educational AIDS display, 
which focuses on how to live positively 
when one is affected by or infected with 
the virus. What the display aims to do  is 
to facilitate a personal revolution in 
ourselves so that we can help others.

Stress, malnutrition, poverty and 
loneliness are some of the factors that 
hasten the progression to AIDS of many 
people infected with HIV. In Africa, 
AIDS drugs are currently unaffordable  to 
most, and will remain so for some time to 
come. This is the reason for the 
hopelessness felt by many when they are 
pronounced HIV-positive, as they believe 
that there are few options left to them that 
offer any quality of life. To people living 
with AIDS, it is as though a death 
sentence has been passed and all that 
remains is but to wait to die. At the 
DNSM we felt the need to offer hope in 
trying to dispel this belief. 

There seems to be little comprehension 
that, whilst we should continue to do 
whatever we can to prevent new HIV 
infections, there are ways for PWA 
(People living With Aids) to live healthy 
and productive lives, even in the absence 
of drug therapies.

What we  emphasise at the DNSM is that 
being infected with HIV is not a death 
sentence. We also try to dispel the many 
myths associated with AIDS, for example 
that wearing an AIDS emblem protects 
one from acquiring the virus and that 
sleeping with a virgin cures AIDS. 

Our educational display focuses on 
present statistics, how HIV/AIDS is 
contracted, the symptoms, what to do 
when one is already infected with the 
virus and how to protect oneself from 
contracting the disease. The information 
contained in the display is also being 
presented to groups by means of a  
PowerPoint presentation. Mobile 
HIV/AIDS displays have been sent to the 
DNSM’s satellite at Adams Mission and 
to different Branch Libraries.

he KwaZuzulwazi Science 
Centre has been operating for T ten years now on a very tight 

budget. Thanks to all our sponsors, the 
exhibits are updated from time to time.

With recently-acquired new exhibits and 
computers, KwaZuzulwazi is not the same 
centre that it was ten years ago. The new 
“Sappi/KZ Computer Centre” was opened 
on 21 May 2003 to commemorate 
International Museums Day. Apart from 
the computers donated by Sappi, many 
other sponsors generously contributed to a 
range of exciting new educational exhibits.

Some of the innovations in KwaZuzulwazi 
are:

! Two new computers donated by Sappi. 
These computers have internet access, 
video projection facilities and a wide 
range of educational software products. 
The internet can be accessed at a low 
rate of R10 per 30 minutes.

! Three interactive physics exhibits, 
donated by the University of Durban 
Westville Physics Department. These 
exhibits include standing waves, 
rotating discs, and a solar cell.

! A shell collection, donated by 
volunteer, Mrs Maureen Smith.

! A model of a steam boat, donated by 
Prof. Jeff Bindon of the University of 
Natal.

! A colony of live Damara molerats, 
donated by Professor Nigel Bennett of 
the University of Pretoria. These 
molerats are a source of great interest 
and endless fascination to our visitors. 
They have recently been re-housed in a 
customised artificial tunnel system.

The reader is encouraged to visit 
KwaZuzulwazi to see our upgraded and 
fascinating new exhibits.

The Centre receives over 100 000 visitors 
a year. Most of these visitors are learners 
who come from disadvantaged 
backgrounds. KwaZuzulwazi provides a 
practical “hands-on” experience and 
elucidates in a simple manner, much of the 
theory taught in the classroom. This is a 
place where all, both young and old, can 
learn through touch and feel.

Bona Nyawose
Education Officer
Durban Natural Science Museum

When he was Acting Director, Peter 
Taylor asked technician Immie Mostert to 
prepare an AIDS display that expanded 
the theme of the previous DNSM visual 
material on HIV and AIDS, which is still 
in use. His requirements were that it 
incorporate the myths and truths that 
surround the AIDS epidemic and it should 
show how those who are touched by it are 
affected. It is currently on display at the 
foot of dinosaur.

Expanding the AIDS Display
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Deputy City Manager for Health, Safety 
and Social Services, Mrs Sayo Skweyiya, 
was the invited speaker at the 
International Museums Day function  to 
launch the Sappi/KwaZuzulwazi 
Computer Centre.

Then Acting Director of DNSM, Dr Peter 
Taylor (left), receives the donated 
educational software from Mr Laurence 
Joubert (right), Group Public Affairs 
Manager for Sappi Ltd.

DNSM Volunteers, Maureen Smith (right) 
and Deron Dlamini (second from right) 
explain the new data projector facility in 
KwaZuzulwazi to visitors.

Regional Public Affairs Manager for 
Sappi Ltd, Mrs Zelda Schwalbach (right), 
admires the molerats.

Graph of annual visitor attendances over the past 10 years.
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